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A NOTE ON KUMMER THEORY OF DIVISION POINTS
OVER SINGULAR DRINFELD MODULES

ANLY LI

In this paper, we shall establish a Kummer theory of division points over singular
Drinfeld modules which is in complete analogy with the classical one in number fields.

1. INTRODUCTION

The analogy between number fields and function fields has been an attractive subject
in number theory. In 1972, Drinfeld introduced the notion of elliptic modules, now called
Drinfeld modules. Since then, Drinfeld modules have played a central role in the study of
arithmetic properties of function fields. In particular, using Drinfeld modules have been
used to investigate many arithmetic properties of function fields, which are analogous to
those of number fields (see [1, 5, 7, 8]).

Let k = F,(T) be the rational function field over a finite field F,, where q — p" for
some prime number p. Let A = F,[T] and let r be the qth power mapping on k. Let 4> be
a Drinfeld .A-module of rank m defined over a finite extension L of k in a fixed algebraic
closure k, where L is viewed as an yl-field of generic characteristic (see [6, Section 4.4], for
general definition of Drinfeld modules). Via (j>, L becomes an A-module. We denote this
module by <j>{L). Denote by k{r} the subspace of k[X] spanned by the linear combinations
of {T*, i = 0,1,2,...}; this forms a ring under composition. Let End(0) C k{r} be the
ring of endomorphisms of <j> which contain A. A Drinfeld module 4> is said to be singular
(or of complex multiplication) if End(^) strictly contains A and End(^) <gtA k is a field
extension E of k with degree m. For a monic irreducible polynomial / in A, let Af be the
set of /-torsion points of the Drinfeld module (j>. Explicitly, Af = {a € k \ 4>i{a) = 0},
where 4>i(a) denotes the action of / on a.

In [3] we considered Drinfeld modules of rank one and established the Kummer
theory of division points over Drinfeld modules of rank one, which is in complete anal-
ogy with the classical case for multiplicative algebraic groups over number fields. In
this case, there are some well-known results which are necessary in the problem. For
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example, for rank one Drinfeld modules <j> the Galois group of the cyclotomic exten-
sion L(Af)/L is isomorphic to (A/IA)* for almost all monic irreducible polynomials
I in A. Using this fact, we can directly construct an ,4-module structure of the Ga-
lois group Gal(L(A£, (a/l))/L(Af)j via the natural conjugate action of Gal(L(Af)/L),
where a € 4>{L) and a/I = {a e k\ <j>i(a) = a}.

In this article, we shall establish the Kummer theory of division points over singular
Drinfeld modules. The result is in complete analogy with the results for CM-elliptic
curves (see [9, Chapter V, Theorem 5.2]) and for Abelian varieties of CM-type (see [11]).
The main idea here follows the same line as in [3, 9, 11] together with some results
developed in [4, 12].

Since for higher rank case, there is no such well-known result as in the rank one
case, this Galois group G(l) = Gal(L(Af)/L) is not completely understood. So, for
this case we can not directly follow the same path as in the previous paper. For the
rest of this paper, we assume that <j) is a singular Drinfeld .A-module of rank m denned
over L. More precisely, End(0) ®A k is a field extension E of k with degree m, and
End(<f>) = O which is an yl-order of E. Furthermore, replacing L by a finite extension
in k, we assume that End(^) = EndL(<t>) and E C L. Here we use the determinant
module of <j> which is of rank one to construct an A/lA-mod\i\e. structure of the group
Galf L(Af, (a/l))/L(Af)j and hence it is an A/lA[G(l)]-module. Therefore, we also give
a reduction theorem for endomorphism rings (see Proposition 2) which is similar to the
classical one in number fields and hence prove that A/I A [G(l)] = OE/IOE for almost all
/ where OE is the ring of integers of E (see Proposition 3). Thus we can give the Galois
group GaHL(Af, (a/l))/L(Af)j an 0£//0£;-module structure and hence a discussion
similar to that in [3] can then be followed.

Furthermore, let F = {a i , . . . ,a r} be a given finite set of elements of the >l-module
4>{L). Let L, = L(Af,F/Z) be the extension of L(Af) obtained by adjoining to L(A?) all
Ith roots of these elements at in k. Then Lj is a Galois extension of L and we have the
tower of Kummer extensions L C L(Af) C L( C Lsep, where Lsep is the separable closure
of L in k.

Let Hr(l) = Gal(L,/L(A?)), G(l) = Gal(L(Af)/L), and Gr(l) = Gal(L,/L). Anal-
ogous to the classical case, we have the following result:

MAIN THEOREM 1 . Assume that a^,...,ar £ L are linearly independent over
O. Then, for almost all monic irreducible polynomials I in A, Hr(l) is isomorphic to
Af x • • • x Af (r-copies).

2. T H E P R O O F OF MAIN THEOREM

Let (F) be the A-submodule of <j>{L) generated by ai,... ,a r . Observe that for each

b € A, L^Af, (<j>b(oi))/i) C L(Af,0t(aO/i) = L(Af,Oi/l). So, it is easy to see that
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For each a € (F), let ipa be the map Hr(l) -> Af denned by ijja{^) — <r{<x) - a, where

a is any /-division point of a (that is, <f>i(a) = a). It is easy to see that the difference

a(a) — a is independent of the choice of a and is an Z-torsion point of <j>. Moreover, the

map ij> : Hr(l) -¥ Af x • • • x Af (r-copies) defined by a •—> (ipai{a),...,i>ar{o)) is an

injective group homomorphism.

Notice that G(l) acts on Hr(l) by conjugation and acts naturally on Af x • • • x Af

(r-copies).

PROPOSITION 1 . The map ip : Hr(l) -> Af x • • • x Af is an injective G(l)-

module homomorphism.

P R O O F : L e t H ^ W = G a l ( L ( A f , ( o i / 0 ) / I ( A f ) ) . Fbrany v>e ffr(0. vlL(A ? i ( O | / l ) ) G

Hai(l) is of the form: (px^ati) — a* + A< for some A,- € Af and 4>i(oii) — a{. For a € Gr{l)

with ~o\LiK*\ — o € G(l), we have

i) = a o <px. o a"1

— <7°<P\i (a« + Aj) (assume that a~1(ai) = a{ + A)

= a (a* + A] + Ai)

= at +

Hence i/1 is an injective G(/)-module homomorphism. D

In particular, Hr(l) can be viewed as a G(Z)-submodule of Af x • • • x Af ( r-copies).

Let OB be the ring of ^-integers in E. Note that if I is prime to the conductor of
O, then G/IO - OE/IOB. Also, we may identify A with cf>{A) = {4>a\a € A} in End(<?!>).

For the rest of this section, we shall assume that our monic irreducible polynomials
/ are unramified in E and prime to the conductor of O. Note that under the assumption
that End(<£) = Endz,(<£), we are free to develop a theory of Drinfeld modules over O
exactly as in the complex multiplication of elliptic curves, see [7]. The natural injection
of O into L{T} gives a rank one Drinfeld O-module over L, denoted by <j>. By definition
it is easy to see that <j> and </>' have the same /-torsion points, and hence we have that Af
is a free rank one OE/ZOE-module. Note that, under these assumptions, we also have
that G(l) C Auto/iO(Af) s (OE/IOEY.

PROPOSITION 2 . Let <j) have good reduction at B, say <j>; and B n k = p. Up
does not divide the conductor of O and splits completely in E, then End(< )̂ = End(^)
via the naturai reduction map.

PROOF: The proof is exactly the same as in the classical case using a normalised
pair (see [10, Chapter 13, Theorem 12] and [1, Theorem 3.1]). D
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PROPOSITION 3 . For almost all monic irreducible polynomials I in A, the sub-

ring (A/lA)[G(l)] ofOE/lOE generated by all elements ofG(l) is all ofOE/lOE.

P R O O F : Suppose that <j> has good reduction at a prime ideal B of OL. Let p = Bnk
and let T be the residue field of B.

Let c be the conductor of the >l-order O. By Proposition 2, under the conditions
c £ p and p splits completely in E, the natural reduction map from End(0) to End(<f>) is
an isomorphism. For such a reduction <f>, let D — End(0) <8>A k and let TT be the Frobenius
automorphism of <j>. We have the isomorphism E = D. On the other hand, it is known
that the centraliser of D in T(T) is equal to k(ir) (see [12, Theorem 1]). Hence D = k(n).
In particular, if we view TT as an element in OE, then A[TT] is an order in OE.

It is easy to see that if I is prime to the conductor of A[n] in OE, then OE/IOE =
(A/lA)[w]. If (I) / p, then B is unramified in L(Af)/L. So, -K is the image in G(l) of
any Frobenius element for B in Gal(L/L) and hence TT (or rather its image in OE/IOE)
belongs to G(l). We have then OE/IOE = (A/lA)[ir\ C (A/lA)[G(l)] C OE/IOE for all
(I) ^ p and prime to the conductor of A[ir]. This completes the proof. D

PROPOS ITI ON 4 . For almost all monic irreducible polynomials I in A, H1 (G(l),

Af)=0.
P R O O F : Let I be prime to the conductor of the ^4-order O and the discriminant

of E over A;. Under the assumption that End(^) = Endi(0), we have that G(l) C
AutO/io(Af) = (OE/IOE)*- Since I is unramified in E, it is clear that the order of G(l)
is relatively prime to p. The result follows from a well-known result in group cohomology
(see [2, Corollary 10.2]). D

Let H, = Gal(Lsep/L(Af)). Consider the map ip' : L -> Hom(^,,Af) given by

x y-¥ ip'x, where ip'x(a) = o(a) — a for a 6 Ht and some a with 4>i(a) = x. It is easy to see

that the map ip' is End(0)-linear. Consider the map 6 : L -> H1 (Gal(LseP/L), Af) , which

is obtained by taking cohomology in the short exact sequence 0 -> Af -» Lsep -4 Lsep -> 0.

By definition, it is easy to see that ip' is the composition of 6 with the restriction homo-

morphism Res : H1(Gal{L'e»/L), Af) -> Hl(Ht,Af) = Eom(H,,Af). By the restriction-

inflation sequence together with the vanishing ofH1(G(l), Af) (given in Proposition 4), we

have that tp' induces an (OE/lOE)-line&r injection L/<j>i(L) —» Hom(/J;, Af). Notice that

if we restrict ^ ' to < r ) / ^ ( ( r » , then each fx in V' ( ( r ) /0 , ( ( r ) ) ) factors through Hr(l).

So, we may view the map ^\,T)., (,T)\ as the natural map (T)/<j>t((T)) -> Hom(/fr(/), Af)

given by a >-i ij}a as defined above Proposition 1. By the same arguments as in [4] (see

[4, Theorem 5]), we have that for almost all monic irreducible polynomials I in A, these

images of o i , . . . , ar in r / ^ ( ( r ) are also linearly independent over OE/IOE. Then, via the

OE/IOE-'m}ection \j), we have the following proposition:

PROPOS ITI ON 5 . For almost all monic irreducible polynomials I in A, T/>QI , . . . ,
ipar are linearly independent over OE/IOE.
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Let <j> be a rank m Drinfeld module over L given by 4>T — Tro+giT+.. •+gmTm, gm /
0. Let Acj> be the determinant module of <p which is defined by (A<j>)T = TT0+(-l)m~lgmr.
It is well-known that A<j> is a rank one Drinfeld module over L and L(\f) D L(Af*) (see [6,
Section 2.6, p.344]). Further, Gal(L(Af*)/L) = (A/IA)* for almost all monic irreducible
polynomials / which are unramified in the maximal separable subextension Ls/k in L/k
and such that A<j> has good reduction at the primes above / in L (see [7, Theorem 7.7]).
If <j> is singular, then G(l) C (OE/IOE)* is a finite Abelian group. So, for almost all /,
there is a subgroup H of G(l) which is isomorphic to (A/IA)'. Under the conjugation
action of G(l) on Hr{l), (A/IA)* acts on Hr(l) naturally and hence Hr{l) can be viewed
as an ^4/M-vector space.

Recall the following well-known result (see [11, p.71, Lemma]):

LEMMA. Let R be a product of Gelds, and let V be a free rank 1 module over R.
Suppose that C is an R-submodule of B = V x • • • x V (n times) which is strictly smaller
than B. Then there are elements ti,...,tn of R, not all 0, such that J2^ivi — 0 fQI a^
(«!,...,«„) € C .

In addition, suppose that I is unramified in the maxmial separable subextension
Ls/k in L/k and such that A0 has good reduction at the primes above I in L. Then we
have the following result:

PROPOSITION 6 . Hr(l) = Af x • • • x Af (r-copies), whenever the following two

conditions are satisfied:

(1) The subring {A/IA) [G(l)} ofOE/lOE generated by all elements ofG(l) is

in fact all of OE/IOE,

(2) The homomorphisms ipm,---, Vv are linearly independent over OE/IOE-

PROOF: By the observation preceding the above Lemma, it has been shown that

Hr{l) is an (A/IA)[G{1)]-module. Under condition (1), we see that Hr(l) is an OE/IOE-
module.

Applying the above Lemma by taking R = OE/IOE, V = A? S OE/IOE, B =
Af x • • • x Af (r-copies), and C — the image ip(Hr{l)) of ip in Af x • • • x Af (r-copies),
the result follows immediately from condition (2). D

Therefore, by Propositions 3 and 5, we complete the proof of the main theorem.

REMARKS.

(i) Since for almost all I, the orders of Af and G(l) are relatively prime, so
we have that H2{G(l),Af) = 0. On the other hand, the orders of Hr{l)
and G{1) are also relatively prime, so H2(G{1), Hr(l)) = 1, where G{1) acts
on Hr(l) by conjugation. In particular, the exact sequence 1 —¥ Hp{l) -*
Gr{l) -* G(l) -y 1 is split and Gr(0 is a semidirect product of Hr(l) by

(ii) The assumption that the field of definition L of <j> is large enough is indeed
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necessary. For example, let <j> be the Drinfeld module of rank 2 denned
over k = F,(T) given by <fa{X) = TX + Xq\ It is easy to check that
a € F92 — F, is an element of End(^) which is not in A. So <j> is a singular
Drinfeld module of rank 2. Moreover, a lies in End(^), but not in Endk((j>).
As an exercise, one can show that the order of G(l) = Gal(A(Af )/fc) is equal
to 2(qd - I)2 if deg(Z) = d is even; and is equal to 2(q2d — 1) if d is odd. In
this case, G(l) £ (OE/IOE)' even if I is unramified in E.
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